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 GROWING THEIR CAREERS Being involved in the world of CS for about 2 years, while being rather inexperienced in
regards to the scene; they have managed to grow as much as they can have. The day that Joost, Joost, and Keuken were hired,
there was a lot of anticipation for the newbie to come in and somehow overshadow the more experienced players within the

scene. During that time, MCPlaza experienced a plethora of activity, including the hosting of their second official tournament,
winning the DOTA 2 tournament. It was that same tournament that lead them to host their first tournament, being the Polish

CS:GO tournament. With that background, it is about time for MCPlaza to take some time off. MCPlaza has accomplished a lot
during the past year and a half of activity. Heading into 2018, there is no doubt that MCPlaza and the team will continue to grow

as much as they can. MCPlaza has also made sure that the players are aware of the upcoming changes that will be coming in
2018. “In 2018, we will not be attending any LAN events or other events outside the usual events, so that we can focus our
attention on trying to qualify for the MLG. This also includes the upcoming HomeStory Cup i”, as well as the upcoming

iBUYPOWER Masters LEADING THE WAY IN 2018 That being said, MCPlaza is aware of what will be going on in the
upcoming months and years and that is why he and the MCPlaza team are also planning on participating in other events, as well
as hosting their own events. He is also happy about their new roster, hoping that this will increase the overall level of play in the
upcoming months. “With the new roster we now have, we believe that we have a potential in us to reach even higher. I am very
happy with our team and we are going to reach our goals in 2018!”, said MCPlaza CLOSING THOUGHTS MCPlaza and the

rest of the MCPlaza squad will be back very soon, and that should mean that there will be some very exciting times ahead of us.
As they are closing out their time at MCPlaza, they want to thank all their fans for the support and all the people that made

MCPlaza the premiere Polish CS:GO team and what they have accomplished. They are also giving a special thank you
82157476af
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